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JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This appeal is from an Amended Findings of Fact, Conclusions 
of Law and Order Denying Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea of the 
Third District Court, Salt Lake County, Judge John A. Rokich 
presiding, dated July 28, 1995. This Court has appellate 
jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(f) (1994), 
which provides that this Court has jurisdiction over "appeals 
from a court of record in criminal cases, except those involving 
a conviction of a first degree or capital felony." 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
AND 
STANDARDS OF APPELLATE REVIEW 
Mr. Hernandez identifies the following issue on appeal: 
Did the trial court abuse its discretion when it denied Mr. 
Hernandez' motion to withdraw his guilty plea based upon the 
ineffective assistance of his trial counsel, which was due to an 
incurable and actual conflict of interest by Mr. Larry Long's 
representation of both Mr. Hernandez' and the co-defendant Ms. 
Ochoa. The issue of ineffective assistance of counsel was 
preserved in Mr. Hernandez motion to withdraw his guilty plea, 
and at the oral argument on Mr. Hernandez' objection to the 
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, a copy of which 
is attached hereto as Appendix "A". 
This court's standard of review of the trial court's denial 
of a motion to withdraw a guilty plea is an abuse of discretion 
standard. State v. Mills. 898 P.2d 819, 821 (Utah App. 1995). 
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS. STATUTES, AND RULES 
The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution 
states: 
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy 
the right ... to have the Assistance of Counsel for his 
defence. 
77-13-6 Withdrawal of plea. 
(1) A plea of not guilty may be withdrawn at any time 
prior to conviction. 
(2) (a) A plea of guilty or no contest may be withdrawn 
only upon good cause shown and with leave of the court. 
(b) A request to withdraw a plea of guilty or no 
contest is made by motion and shall be made within 30 days 
after the entry of the plea. 
(3) This section does not restrict the rights of an 
imprisoned person under Rule 65B, Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
In the present case, Teresa Ochoa and Rafael Hernandez were 
co-defendants. In the criminal information in the present case, 
Defendants Ochoa and Hernandez were both charged with two counts 
of the unlawful distribution, offering, agreeing, consenting or 
arranging to distribute a controlled or counterfeit substance on 
or about May 12, 1993, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 58-37-
8(1)(a)(ii). 
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Although each party had an inconsistent defense as to the 
other defendant, attorney Larry N. Long represented both 
defendants in all proceedings. In addition to the present case, 
each defendant also had other criminal cases before the court in 
which they were sole defendants. Ms. Ochoa had two other cases: 
State v. Teresa Ochoa, case no. 931901887, Third District Court, 
Salt Lake County, Utah, and State v. Teresa Ochoa, case no. 
931901886, Third District Court, Salt Lake County, Utah. Ms. 
Ochoa pled guilty in case number 931901887, and case number 
931901886 was dismissed pursuant to her plea bargain. 
Mr. Hernandez' other case was State v. Rafael Hernandez, 
case no. 941900486, Third District Court, Salt Lake County, Utah, 
which was later dismissed as a result of Mr. Hernandez' guilt 
plea in the present case. As follows below in the statement of 
facts, through an elaborate shell game, Mr. Long thought he had 
his two clients plead guilty in cases in which they were not co-
defendants. However, such was not the case. In any event, Mr. 
Long made many detrimental remarks about his client Mr. Hernandez 
while Mr. Long was representing Ms. Ochoa, the co-defendant. 
Mr. Long ineffectively represented Mr. Hernandez in the 
present case. Mr. Long argued the alleged merits of Ms. Ochoa's 
case at the expense of making Mr. Hernandez the scapegoat—a 
direct and actual conflict of interest. Through great difficulty 
Mr. Hernandez was able to get in touch with his present counsel, 
Mr. Gotay, and retain Mr. Gotay to represent him in a motion to 
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withdraw his guilty plea. Mr. Hernandez7 motion to withdraw his 
guilty plea was denied on February 19, 1995. Mr. Hernandez 
objected to the original proposed findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, and the Court heard oral argument on said 
objection. The oral argument took several months to schedule 
because Judge Rokich had retired from the trial bench in the 
interim. On July 28, 1995, the trial court heard oral argument 
on Mr. Hernandez' objection to the proposed findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, and the trial court entered amended findings 
of fact and conclusions of law on that same day. A copy of the 
transcript of that hearing is attached hereto as Appendix "A". 
The trial court also ordered that Mr. Hernandez' motion to 
withdraw his guilty plea be denied. This appeal from that Order 
then followed. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. In the present case, Teresa Ochoa and Rafael Hernandez 
were co-defendants. See Circuit Court Information, attached as 
Appendix "BM. Although each party had an inconsistent defense, 
Mr. Larry N. Long represented both defendants. 
2. In the information in the present case, Defendants 
Ochoa and Hernandez were both charged with two counts of the 
unlawful distribution, offering, agreeing, consenting or 
arranging to distribute a controlled or counterfeit substance on 
or about May 12, 1993, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 58-37-
8(1)(a)(ii). See id. 
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3. In the police field notes for May 12, 1993, the 
synopsis states that a confidential informant went into the 
Nogales bar to purchase cocaine from Ochoa or Hernandez. The 
informant further stated that Ochoa and Hernandez argued about 
the price at which to sell the cocaine. See Salt Lake City 
Police Department Field Notes dated 5-12-93, a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Appendix "C". 
4. Accordingly, there existed inconsistent defenses 
between defendants Ochoa and Hernandez regarding who was the real 
mastermind behind the alleged trafficking of cocaine at the 
Nogales bar and who was duped by the other party. 
5. Mr. Hernandez also created a handwritten statement 
regarding his version of what happened at the Nogales bar. In 
that statement, Mr. Hernandez' version was inconsistent with Ms. 
Ochoa's account of what was happening at the bar. See 
Defendant's Version of the Offense, contained in the 8-25-94 
Presentence Investigation Report at pages 2-3, a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Appendix "D". 
6. In addition to the present case, Mr. Long also 
represented Mr. Hernandez as the sole defendant in State v. 
Rafael Hernandez, case number 941900486, which was later 
dismissed as a result of Mr. Hernandez' guilt plea in the present 
case. A copy of the information in this case is attached hereto 
as Appendix "E". 
7. In addition to representing Ms. Ochoa in the present 
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case, Mr. Long also represented Ms. Ochoa as the sole defendant 
in two cases: State v. Teresa Ochoa, case number 931901887, and 
State v. Teresa Ochoa, case number 931901886. Ms. Ochoa pled 
guilty in case number 931901887, and case number 931901886 was 
dismissed. Copies of the informations in these two cases are 
attached hereto as Appendices "F" and "G". 
8. On March 14, 1994, Ms. Ochoa was sentenced in case 
number 931901887 before the Honorable John A. Rokich. This date 
was prior to Mr. Hernandez being sentenced in the present case 
before the same trial judge. 
9. During Ms. Ochoa,s sentencing, Mr. Long stated that Ms. 
Ochoa was "swept away . . . in seeing how easy people were making 
money just by using cocaine as a form of currency, and she ended 
up doing that." See Transcript of March 14, 1994 Sentencing 
Hearing in State v. Teresa Ochoa, case number 931901887, at page 
4, a copy of which is attached hereto as Appendix "H". 
10. Mr. Long also stated that Ms. Ochoa did not appreciate 
the effects of cocaine on people, and that "She felt so bad when 
she found out what cocaine does." Id. at 5. The Court replied 
to Mr. Long's statement as follows: 
THE COURT (Judge Rokich): No, I don't believe she 
didn't know [what cocaine did to people]. She worked 
in the Annex Bar. She knows what cocaine does; she 
knows about that. 
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THE DEFENDANT: I know now because I learned all that 
at the first step house, but I didn't know then. I 
knew that it was cocaine, and that's all that I knew 
Your Honor. 
Id. at 5-6. 
11. The Court then asked specific questions regarding the 
Annex/Nogales bar, where both defendants Ochoa and Hernandez were 
charge in selling drugs. The Court asked: 
THE COURT: But the thing is, the Annex/Nogales bar, 
what was the reason for taking the license out in your 
name? Because the other party [Mr. Hernandez] couldn't 
get a license? 
DEFENDANT: I didn't know. At the time I got the bar, 
I didn't know why he [Mr. Hernandez] asked me. I just 
simply asked him why he can't get the bar in his name. 
THE COURT: You have been in business too long; you 
don't run a bar, the Annex Bar, without understanding 
what's happening. You're not that naive. 
DEFENDANT: I am when it comes to bars. I had never 
been in a bar or worked to manage a bar. 
Id. at 6-7. 
12. In the colloquy cited above, Ms. Ochoa blamed Mr. 
Hernandez for the drug problems with the bar, and proclaimed her 
naivete regarding all such issues. Furthermore, Mr. Long 
represented Ms. Ochoa as she made these representations to the 
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Court. Mr. Long, who was also Mr. Hernandez' counsel as recited 
above, did not defend Mr. Hernandez in any of Ms. Ochoa's 
allegations that she was "swept away" into the world of 
trafficking cocaine that she saw at the bar, presumably by Mr. 
Hernandez, who helped operate the bar. 
13. Furthermore, Mr. Long gave testimony at Ms. Ochoa's 
sentencing that was damaging to Mr. Hernandez. Specifically, Mr. 
Long stated: 
I met [defendant Ochoa] about three years ago and they 
were attempting to close what at that time was called 
the Annex Bar. She was the lessee over there, and when 
I talked to her they were trying to close it as a 
public nuisance because of all the drug trafficking 
going on over there. She had no clue about what was 
going on. She was basically a straw man. And they 
determine not to take her license away because she 
didn't know what was going on over there. So she took 
it upon herself to move over there an make sure nothing 
bad was going on. She hired guards to check people at 
the door. They had had shootings there and she made a 
lot of attempts to clean the place up. 
And I think she got swept away—is a fair term—in 
seeing how easy people were making money just by using 
cocaine as a form of currency, and she ended up doing 
that. I don't think under any ordinary set of 
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circumstances she would have done that. She really 
didn't know what cocaine was or what it does to you. 
Id. at 4. 
14. The implication of Mr. Long's statement to the Court on 
Ms. Ochoa's behalf was to implicate Mr. Hernandez as the 
mastermind of the cocaine trafficking scheme. These statements 
were made at a time in which Mr. Hernandez still had to appear 
before the same trial judge to be sentenced on his guilty plea. 
Such actions by Mr. Long are a hopeless conflict of interest, and 
were a direct violation of Mr. Long's duty of loyalty to Mr. 
Hernandez. 
15. Defendant was sentenced in the present case on July 18, 
1994. He received a sentence of 1-15 years in the Utah State 
Prison. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The trial court abused its discretion when it denied Mr. 
Hernandez' motion to withdraw his guilty plea. Mr. Hernandez's 
trial counsel had an actual conflict of interest in the 
representation of both Mr. Hernandez and Ms. Ochoa. The actual 
conflict of interest is demonstrated by the transcript of the 
sentencing hearing of Ms. Ochoa, a co-defendant in the present 
case. At that hearing, Mr. Long stated in essence that Ms. Ochoa 
was the innocent party, and that her partner, Mr. Hernandez, was 
the experienced and savvy criminal. Mr. Long then represented 
Mr. Hernandez before the same judge to have Mr. Hernandez 
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sentenced. 
Mr. Long/s conflict of interest deprived Mr. Hernandez of 
his Sixth Amendment right to the assistance of counsel. Because 
Mr. Hernandez constitutional right was violated by Mr. Long's 
conflict of interest, Mr. Hernandez should be allowed to withdraw 
his guilty plea, and to enter a new plea pursuant to the advice 
and assistance of counsel that is free from any conflict of 
interest. Failure to grant such a motion is a clear abuse of 
discretion by the trial court. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I. 
THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION WHEN IT DENIED 
MR. HERNANDEZ' MOTION TO WITHDRAW HIS GUILTY PLEA. 
In the present case, Defendant showed good cause to the 
trial court for grounds to withdraw his guilty plea: he was not 
given effective assistance of counsel to knowingly, 
intelligently, and voluntarily plead guilty to the charges 
brought against him. Under the standard of Utah R. Crim. P. 11, 
which was created to protect defendants against pleading guilty 
without knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily understanding 
the effects of such an action, Defendant has been denied his 
constitutional right to effective counsel to assist him in making 
a knowing, intelligent, and voluntary decision to plead guilty. 
See State v. Mills, 898 P.2d 819, 824 (Utah App. 1995) (citing 
State v. Gibbons, 740 P.2d 1309, 1312 (Utah 1987)). 
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The Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states: "In all 
criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right . . . to 
have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense." The Utah Court 
of Appeals specifically has stated that this Sixth Amendment 
right "includes the right to counsel free from conflicts of 
interest." State v. Johnson. 823 P.2d 484, 488 (Utah App. 1991) 
(citing State v. Webb. 790 P.2d 65, 72 (Utah App. 1990), which 
was citing Strickland v. Washington. 466 U.S. 668, 688 (1984)). 
The Johnson court further stated that "[t]he right to effective 
assistance of counsel is *so basic to a fair trial that [its] 
infraction can never be treated as harmless error./M Johnson. 
823 P.2d at 488 (citations omitted). 
The Johnson court also explained the nature of a claim of 
ineffective assistance of counsel based upon the claim of a 
conflict of interest. The court explained the standard for 
reviewing such claims of error as follows: 
[A] sixth amendment claim grounded on conflict of 
interest is a special subtype of an ineffectiveness 
claim and must be analyzed under the following 
standard, which is different than that used for other 
ineffective assistance of counsel claims. A defendant 
who did not object to the conflict at trial has the 
burden on appeal of demonstrating with specificity that 
"an actual conflict of interest existed which adversely 
affected his [or her] lawyer's performance." If the 
defendant makes such a showing, prejudice need not be 
demonstrated to prevail on the claim. The court will 
presume the defendant was prejudiced by the lawyer's 
performance. 
Johnson. 823 P.2d at 488 (citations omitted). 
The Johnson court also explained that if the defendant did 
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not object to the conflict of interest at trial, then the 
defendant must show an actual conflict on appeal. The court 
explained as follows: 
A defendant who did not object to the conflict at trial 
has the burden on appeal of demonstrating with 
specificity that "an actual conflict of interest 
existed which adversely affected his [or her] lawyer's 
performance." 
Id. at 488 (citations omitted). However, "if the defendant 
makes such a showing, prejudice need not be demonstrated to 
prevail on the claim. The court will presume the defendant was 
prejudiced by the lawyer's performance." Id.; accord State v. 
Webb, 790 P.2d 65, 73 (Utah App. 1990) (citing several cases in 
different jurisdictions for this proposition). In Webb, the 
Court gave an explanation of why prejudice would be presumed. 
The Court explained the policy as follows: 
The reasons for presuming prejudice in conflict of 
interest cases meeting th[e] standard [of actual 
conflict], which is less rigorous than the Strickland 
test generally applicable to ineffective counsel 
claims, was explained in Strickland itself: In Cuyler 
... [we] held that prejudice is presumed when counsel 
is burdened by an actual conflict of interest. In 
those circumstances, counsel breaches the duty of 
loyalty, perhaps the most basic of counsel's duties. 
Moreover, it is difficult to measure the precise effect 
on the defense of representation corrupted by 
conflicting interests. Given the obligation of counsel 
to avoid conflicts of interest and the ability of trial 
courts to make an early inquiry in certain situations 
likely to give rise to conflicts ... it is reasonable 
for the criminal justice system to maintain a fairly 
rigid rule of presumed prejudice for conflicts of 
interest. 
Webb, 790 P.2d at 73. 
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As follows below, Defendant/s counsel was hopelessly rauqht 
in a conflict of interest by the fact that he represented two 
defendants witin oonf] i cti i lg defenses and conflicting statements 
of what transpired 01 1 the dates in question. Specifically., i n 
the police report and in Mr« Hernandez' statement, there was 
confl :i cti i ig evi denci" regri vd i nq I he i nv o I vein -nl o f t he pa rt i es in 
the events that led to their arrest. Finally, I ; coupe de 
grace, Mr. Long apparently made up his mind that Hernandez 
was the "'guiltier" party, represented -: .:.-e \x i a] judge 
that would later sentence Mr. Hernandez tha r was Ms. Ochoa who 
was the "victim" caught t^^ whirlwind ? events. 
Ms. Ochoa stated that . . - \ 01 le operati ng 
the bar and paying people in cocaine. She claimed to be naive 
about both operating a bar, and the effects of cocaine on a 
person/s body Both these claims implicate Mr. Hernandez as tl le 
truly responsible party Ilowever, Mr. Hernandez position was 
that he on L> bnuqht a small •
 c o c aine to pay off a 
friend. Mr. Hernandez claims tha . was a stupid thing for him 
to do, but that he did do it * represented both of these 
defendants as they moved forwa* heir inconsistent 
positions and defenses. 
Mr. Hernandez was not able to knowingly, intelligently, and 
1
 ho present case because he ne1 por 
received constitutionally effective assistance of counsel to 
review all his choices. Pursuant to State v. Johnson, Mr. 
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Hernandez7 trial counsel was hopelessly conflicted in being able 
to apprise Mr. Hernandez of his defenses and strategies of 
possibly being a state witness against Ms. Ochoa or others. 
POINT II, 
ALTHOUGH MORE THAN 30 DAYS HAD ELAPSED BEFORE DEFENDANT 
MADE HIS MOTION TO WITHDRAW HIS GUILTY PLEA, 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION WAS STILL PROPER BECAUSE HE DID NOT 
LEARN OF MR. LONG'S VIOLATIONS OF HIS DUTY OF LOYALTY 
UNTIL AFTER HE RETAINED PRESENT COUNSEL TO REVIEW HIS 
CASE. 
Although in the normal course of events a defendant should 
move to withdraw a guilty plea within 3 0 days of sentencing, Mr. 
Hernandez' case presents special circumstances. The most 
important aspect of his case is that Mr. Hernandez was reasonably 
relying on Mr. Long's counsel and expertise to help Mr. Hernandez 
make his decisions. This reliance was ultimately ill placed, but 
Mr. Hernandez had no way of knowing that when the relevant events 
were transpiring. In essence, Mr. Hernandez was required to seek 
legal counsel, but also supposed to know that the legal counsel 
he received was wrong. If he knew that much about legal counsel, 
he would not need to seek out an attorney in the first place. 
Mr. Hernandez did not attend Ms. Ochoa's sentencing hearing. 
He did not have any idea of what Mr. Long said about him to the 
very judge that would shortly sentence him pursuant to his guilty 
plea. Additionally, Mr. Hernandez' entire decision to plead 
guilty is called into question because he was given this advice 
from an attorney who knowingly represented two co-defendants with 
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conflicting versions of the facts and possible defenses, and who 
chose to zealously defend Ms. Ochoa and to let Mr Hernandez be 
the scapenn;i I-
After Hernandez was sentenced, he was ordered to t»e 
imprisoned at the Utah State Prison. He did not have an 
< ::* • i) 1.11 i el d i ii i m I n n o w nt t u r n i p Mr. Hernandez had 
already been used by one attorney, and as an inmate at the state 
prison he was not allowed • *• telephone any attorney directly 
unless 1 1 ; *i as 1: :i i s . ; * * r . C3i i] y tl: u oi lgh the 
help of Mr. Hernandez' family, who visited him at the prison, was 
he able *- o ;^  about Mr. Gotay, and thus investigate the 
sentenc . aearinc Ms Ocl 10a ai id ] ear i l c f :)tl ler facts I i I tli i s 
case which show that Mr. Long betrayed Mr. Hernandez. Based upon 
the evidence that came out of the transcript at Ms. Ochoa's 
sentencing hearing, and other evi cieiK'o i i s t o u a b o v t , M r , G o t a y 
was able to discover cause to move to withdraw Mr. Hernandez' 
guilty plea. 
Under the special facts of the present case, ? Hernandez 
should be allowed to make his motion to withdraw his guilty plea 
even though more than 3 0 days had elapsed since he made that 
plea. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon tho foregoing arguments, Mr. Hernandez 
respectfully requests that this Court reverse the trial court/s 
denial of Mr. Hernandez' motion to withdraw his guilty plea, and 
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that this Court enter an Order directed to the trial court 
ordering that Mr. Hernandez be allowed to withdraw his guilty 
plea. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this jH \/ #ay of 
1995. 
^WV- . 
Paul Gotay 
GOTAY LAW OFFICE 
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
Rafael Hernandez 
5085 South State Street 
Murray, Utah 84107 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage 
prepaid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing this Jv\ day 
of December, 1995, to the following: 
Jan Graham, Attorney General 
23 6 State Capitol Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
c:\cs\pg\hernandez.br1 
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APPENDIX "A" 
E. NEAL GUNNARSON 
District Attorney for Salt Lake County 
RUTH J. MCCLOSKEY, 2153 
Deputy District Attorney 
231 East 400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801)363-7900 
IN THE DTSTRTCT COURT OF THE THTRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, ) 
AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT, 
Plaintiff, ) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 
) DENYING MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
-vs- GUILTY PLEA 
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ, 
> CaseNo.941900487FS 
Defendant. 
Hon. John A. Rokich 
The defendant's Motion to Withdraw his Guilty Plea having come before this Court for a 
hearing on December 9, 1994, and the Court having considered the motion and memorandum of 
defendant filed with the Court, having considered the arguments of counsel, and otherwise being 
fully advised regarding the matter before it, the Court now enters its FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW and ORDER: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Ms. Ochoa was not a co-defendant in this case as alleged by Mr. Gotay, although 
she was a co-defendant in case number 931901886 (for Mr. Hernandez, number 941900486) 
from .rnandez was dismissed when he pled to this case. 
2. Although defendant Hernandez raises Mr. Long's representation of Ms. Ochoa as 
a conflict of interest, there was no evidence via affidavit or sworn testimony that defendant was 
not aware of Mr. Long's representation of Ms. Ochoa. 
Case No. 9- U900487FS 
Page 2 
3. Court records indicate that both Mr. Hernandez and Ms. Ochoa were present in 
court with Mr. Long on December 9, 1993. 
4. There was a colloquy between Mr. Hernandez and the Court regarding his guilty 
plea during which defendant was advised of his rights as specified in Rule 11 of the Utah Rules 
of Criminal Procedure and during which Mr. Hernandez waived his rights. 
5. Likewise, the Court made certain that the defendant, Mr. Hernandez, understood 
' l i e offense to which he plead and that he i inderstood all of the other 
matters addressed in Rule 11, Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. 
6. The defendant was represented by Mr. Larry Long who was with him in Court on 
July 18, 1994, when defendant entered his guilt) plea. 
7. A statement regarding his guilty plea was submitted and signed by the defendant. 
8. The Court asked the defendant if he had any questions regarding his statement and 
he responded, 'no." 
9. The Court inquired if his answers given in the statement were truthful and correct, 
and he responded, "yes." 
\,t the time the Coin t accepted the defendant's guilty plea, i was no evidence 
by Affidavit or sworn testimony that Ms. Ochoa was implicating Mr. Hernandez as the 
mastermind of the alleged drug deal. 
^ Is Ochoa entered her plea in another case on January 24, 199< ^ c 
before Mr. Hernandez entered his guilty plea in this case. 
12. The defendant was sentenced on September 16th, 1994, was still represented by 
Mr. Long and did not seek to withdraw his plea until November of 1994, nearly two months after 
sentencing and nearly four months after he entered his guilty plea. 
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13. In imposing sentence upon Mr. Hernandez, the Court relied on the Presentence 
Investigation Repon picparcil h\ Admit Pinkiihoii and PittolV niiuii contained mo niformahon 
from Ms. Ochoa. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
The defendant, I'\li. Hernandez, entered his guilty plea knowingly and voluntarily 
and was not coerced by or suffered from Mr. Long's representation, Rule 11, Utah Rules of 
Criminal Procedure. 
15 The defendant failed to file his request to withdraw his guilty plea within the 30 
days required by 77-13-6, Utah Code Annotated 1953 as amended. 
16. Defendant has failed to show good cause as to why he should be allowed to 
withdraw his plea. 
ORDER 
Having entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, NOW IT IS HEREBY 
ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant's Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea 
is DENIED. 
DATED this ?KlIi dav nil July, 1995. 
BY THE COURT: 
/ 
6 
JOHlXA.RDKICH 
District Court Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Amended Findings Of Fact, 
Conclusions Of Law And Order Denying Motion To Withdraw Guilty Plea was delivered to 
J j i f ^ M g , Attorney for Defendant Rafael Hernandez, at 424 East 500 South, Suite 300, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84111 on the 4th day of August, 1995. 
VkM/ lltm^u/ 
APPENDIX "B" 
DAVID E. YOCOM 
Salt Lake County Attorney 
RUTH J. MCCLOSKEY, Bar No. 2153 
Deputy County Attorney 
231 East 400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 363-7900 
IN THE THIRD CIRCUIT COURT, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Screened by: R. McCloskey 
Assigned to: R. McCloskey 
BAIL: $10,000.00 
I N F O R M A T I O N 
Case No. 
931 Wty FS 
The undersigned Detective Tim Doubt - Metro Narcotics, under 
oath states on information and belief that the defendant, 
committed the crimes of: 
COUNT I 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about 
April 22, 1993 through May 18, 1993, in violation of Title 
58, Chapter 37, Section 8(1)(a)(ii), Utah Code Annotated 
1953, as amended, in that the defendant, RAFAEL HERNANDEZ, a 
party to the offense, did knowingly and intentionally 
distribute, offer, agree, consent or arrange to distribute a 
controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II 
Controlled Substance; 
\\-W3 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ, 
DOB 12/19/44 
OTN 
Defendant. 
INFORMATION 
STATE OF UTAH V. RAFAEL HERNANDEZ 
County Attorney No. 93 1 90327 
Page 2 
COUNT II 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State, in 
Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about May 6, 1993, in 
violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, Section 8(1)(a)(ii), Utah 
Code Annotated 1953, as amended, in that the defendant, 
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ, a party to the offense, did knowingly and 
intentionally distribute, offer, agree, consent or arrange 
to distribute a controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, a 
Schedule II Controlled Substance. 
THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM THE FOLLOWING 
WITNESSES: 
Tim Doubt, Cory Lyman, Dave McCoy, Lisa Poole, Cynthia Clark 
and Jim Evans. 
PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT: 
On May 6, 1993, at approximately 2100 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the defendant, 
a substance which has been analyzed by the State Crime Lab and 
found to be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
On April 22, 1993, at approximately 1600 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the defendant, 
INFORMATION 
STATE OF UTAH V. RAFAEL HERNANDEZ 
County Attorney No. 93 1 90327 
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a substance which has been analyzed by the State Crime Lab and 
found to be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
DETECTIVE TIM DOUBT 
Affiant 
Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this day of October, 
1993. 
MAGISTRATE 
Authorized for presentment and filing: 
DAVID/En, YOCOM, County Attorney 
DepXTcy County Attorney 
October Igp, 1993 
lls/93 1 90327 
APPENDIX "C n 
ALT LAKE CITY POLICE DEPT. 
K.LO NOTES (C ( 
ICIC CODE 
£5l 
PRIMARY OFFENSE 
S£U- OQCftuiti 
One) D SHORT INITIAL $£ JPPLEMENTARY REPORT 
)Affe REPORTED | CASE NUMBER NCIC CODE SECONOARY OFFENSE 
flORESS OF OCCURRENCE OCCURRED-IF KNOWN 
DATE cHk^ME &3X0Q DAY: f g J 
M UNKNOWN -SECURED 
DATE: TIME: DAY: 
DISCOVERED 
DATE: TIME: DAY: 
:ELONY? 
YES( ) N O ^ ) 
EVIDENCE REPORT? 
YES( ) N p f o f 
TYPE OF PREMISE CLASSIFICATION CHANGE 
YES( ) NO( ) 
VEHICLE REPORT -VC 
ADDRESS OF RECOVERED STOLEN VEHICLE 1 
)WNER^LAST, FIRST) 
\FRDAVIT FILED? 
YES ( ) NO ( \ 
IMPOUNDED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
/VRECKER COMPANY \ 
GNITION LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( } 
AODRESS 
REASON FOR IMPOUND 
ZIP RESIDENCE PHONE 
HaDFOR 
WHERE IMPOUNDED: CITY Q 2150 W. 500 SO. 
• STATE 
• OTHER 
KEYS IN IGNITION? 
Y E s \ ) NO( ) 
WINDOWS LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
OOORS LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
NO PHONE I 
CLAIM CHECK NUMBER I 
VEHICLE CONDITION: I 
DGOOD QPOOR 
DFA,R I 
PROPERLY PARKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
SCENE PROCESSED? I 
YES( ) NO( ) [ 
REASON 
JC. YR. LIC. STATE VALUE 
% 
\ 
COLOR #V 
\ . 
COLOR #2 
VIN NUMBER 
MOTOR VEHICLE FIELD - MF 
YEAR MAKE MODEL 
UNUSUAL FEATURES / DAMAGE 
BOOY STYLE LICENSE NUMBER ] 
COMPLAINANT FIELD - CF 
SOMPLAINANT IS ALSO: 
VICTIM ( ) 
YAME (LAST. FIRST) 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
ftr 
NO PHONE 
00 NOT FILL IN 9V, 9P, OR 9W IF BOXES MARKED YES i 
WITNESS ( ) PERSON LAST SECURING ( ) 
M \^ pt 
BUSINESS PHONE 
AODRESS 
SEX RACE AGE 
MCS 
DOB 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? j 
VES( ) NO( ) [ 
I 2]P I 
WrTNESS FORM? 
YES( ) NO( ) I 
YAME (LAST, FIRST) 
V 
RESIDENCE PfcONE NO PHONE BUSINESS PHONE 
VICTIM FIELD •VF 
ADDRESS 
SEX RACE AGE DOB 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
ZIP I 
WITNESS FORM? I 
YES( ) NO( ) 
WITNESS FIELD-WF 
YAME (LAST. FIRST) AODRESS ZIP 
NO PHONE \ l BUSINESS PHONE I SEX I RACE RESIDENCE PHONE AGE DOB 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
WfTNESSFORM? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
SF CHECK ONE: (SUSP. D ) (PERS. RESP. D ) (WANTED D - D CANCEL) (MISSING D • D CANCEL) (WALKAWAY D - D CANCEL) 
MAME (LAST, FIRST) SEX RACE AGE DATE OF BIRTH 
/ / 
HEIGHT 
FT. IN. 
WEIGHT 
LBS. 
*KA I HAIR: a BALD 
PQ MOUSTACHE D SHORT 
CKBEARO D MED 
D SIDEBURNS Q LONG 
COLOR EYES ID MARKS: Q ODDITIES DESCRIPTION: 
• LEFT D TATOOS 
D RIGHT • SCARS 
SLOTHING: LIST COLOR WITH fTEM: 
PANTS/DRESS 
ATHLETIC SHOES 
H A T \ 
JACKET/LEVIS 
SHOES \ 
SHIRT/BLOUSE 
COAT/PARKA 
BOOTS/SANDALS 
LEVIS/CORDS 
SWEATER 
GLASSES 
ADDRESS \ ZIP RESIOENCE PHONE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER I ADDITIONAL DESCI 
BUSINESS PHONE NO PHONE 
3LCPD-FIELD NOTES 
ARRESTED PL JN FIELD-AF ADULT O JUVENILE D 
CASE NUMBER &2 . ULQZCJ 
-. .CELWANTO ' " ^ / 
[NAME (LAST, FIRST) 
1 HEIGHT 
FT. IN. 
WRIGHT 
\ LBS. 
HAIR 1 
1 SCARS. TATOOS, COMPLEXION*. | [ \ 1 
DOB 
/ / 
1 BCI NUMBER 
EYES 
TYPE 1 ARREST NUMBER 
CDR NUMBER ISEX 
S.O. NUMBER 
RACE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
ADDRESS 
I CHARGES /VIOLATIONS \ ^ 
1 ^ ^ ^ • i I M I i i ^ M 'X — 
(SCHOOL /SCHOOL DISTRICT" 1 PARENTS NOTIFIED? 1 \ 
J YES\ ) NO( ) 
MOTHER (LAST, FIRST) 
FATHER OR GUARDIAN (LAST, FIRST) 
DOES CHILD LIVE WITH PARENTS? 1 
YES( ) NO( ) 
DATE AND TIME NOTIFIED 
AGE : 
M.F. NUMBER 1 
P.O.B. 1 
ORIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER 1 
ZIP RESIDENCE PHONE 
| MISC. CJT: COURT APPEARANCE 
j DATE TIME 
RELEASED TO 
I ADDRESS 
1 * 
I AODRESS 
ZIP 
ZIP 
NO PHONE I 
j MISO. CJT. NUMBER 1 
REFERRED TO [ 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
NO PHONE 1 
NO PHONE j 
NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM CHILD LIVES (LAST, FIRST) 1 \ 1 
PROPERTY FIELD - PF 
1 QUANTITY ARTICLE 
MODEL NUMBER 10 MARKS 
TRADENAME % 
\ 
ID NUMBER REASON VALUE 1 
$ j 
DESCRIPTION v 
COLOR 1 
j CAN IDENTIFY? 
j YES( ) NO( ) j 
| QUANTITY ARTICLE 
MODEL NUMBER 10 MARKS 
TRAOENAME laNUMBER REASON VALUE J 
DESCRIPTION 
COLOR j 
j CAN IDENTIFY? j 
j VES( ) NO( ) 1 
DETAILS FIELD • DF 
SERGEANT RESPONDED'' YES ( ) NO { ) NAME. 
AT ABOVE DATE AND TIME, CI 93-32 WENT TO THE NOGALiSS UAH TU 
DISCUSS PAYMENT FOR WORKING ON A WATER HEATER. THIS WAS TO BE DONE 
WITH RAFA. RAFA WOULD NOT SPEAK. Wl'l'H CI DUE TO THE LARGE AMOUNT OF 
BUSINESS. RAFA TOLD CI TO COME BACK LATER. CI DID TALK WITH JOE 
G1KUN ABOUT THE BAR AND HOW RAFA WAG RUNNING IT. JOE WAS TTPSPiT 
ABOUT'THE MAINTENANCE. CI WAS WIRED WITH A TRANSMITTER BUT DUE TO 
•THE'IOUD MUSTT. N"T*™n rnnT.n nw Treapn. T KEPT THE TAPES HOWEVER 
AND PLACED THEM IN MY SAFE FOR STORAGE. 
OFFICER FIELD - OF / RR 
ID*/DIVISION REPORTING OFFICER 
MJl TCUiUe-
ASST. OFFICER ID#/DIV ASST OFFICER ID#/DIV ASST. OFFICER ID#/DIV 
REPORT STATUS: CHECK ONE I CLEARANCE CHECK IF APPLICABLE AGE GROUP" CHECK IF APPLICABLE COMPUTER ENTRY -10» 
rridbcj )U ,-QpriL 43 ..... f^c^-CD 
X u e r ^ . A o - A a \ ^ . : ^ = 
. .Ys:ao Prm^x.. ocoNte^  .^o_tar...ea^_.ead; 
^oe VJCGL^ . sVft\f\a .-Were io\^h .a £emaie HS.end 
loc sa\(i Ve\\o .-to each...ctfrer ,shodc hards 
doe OsV\cd . \^ ._^Ve -V o^V-toa-fer toa^ done..< . 
.... X ^aid. ^>at -i-V- uaas r. x onderec/...a..d^a^f and _ 
Gt>Yed . ^ne . ba<Henc\er. -\o aeV ..ikf£<x--£bri 
._ me. Sne. fo\c\Yed r^c cuk do JW£a.._,. .he ___ 
looV;ed..--ai-rne__bat_.dld _not.. .come. „4t> .—:.. 
_...3aVe\ d o .coe.._ X..„.ihea-fnov;ed_Jo-±h€^-CEthec __.. 
. end o ^ - ^ e _bar _.^Kece....£a££a -ioa.5 - . 
- - . - -ux>rK\aa_x.3o.edJto^^ ... 
5 -Hmes. -the .A.iPfh ifinne ,.X .-told bi/ri.aba/rt-
fre. r>aV -Op^na -pxid....ftr..±be4ob.^_he_sai.oLhe-
hod ( ^ TO\fed . -b dheresa, .X-i35_feee/_iP T 
-SVxu\d_coeoe_bocfe _.(>ohea-Jiece jacnUxtsy.^. 
... _ Vse. _eoCv d_Cotf^e Jaxdev_^csmDrcooa_a-t &_Dcm 
.si\^\oa^Qad_ocdeced_a-de:^^-b^2ii_aAcLa^ 
:i£__.he_uoouidJj>^ 
at\ -H>e bu/Jd.(.fVj.......he sca'd. .Someone-peeds-bo- — 
"X Q&red \<P X coald. hs ^aid +ba4- fiaffa 
Yas -\o pcxu £or "Wne nnaiatenancc i^ Olh "to 
\\\m. TVer* ^ saud-tba-h -fbe bouncers 
Njjere -Vo rtxAaY\ toB^ "^e customers ar^d lincre 
\s ro reed to b e . -x -3a\d -the drur\te 
SomeWves (eoce. ro aYber tcay» Joe. Said 
"ft^r \s buUsKt. <Jba dont hauC -to baodK-
pec^e -tt^ e uaau -foe. \Dcuncers do - and idnen 
Vve ran \be oar be reuer had -Hrof Hind 
Cf ^rcberos Gad "the p^-^c ujas aiuoaus falL 
Stordvru ccar\ .artij , X asteJ cohu be dcn+ 
rur\ tbe bar PCLO - be, ^aid "to many head aches 
\xxV b e 6AA a aocd^do 6oBhi-K X 1ben said 
^oe. x Vxjoe Gob -to no tete a nice niohf -
be s M -tbe Same l l rd X b&h. 
^ ^ < K f /7S3 
ALT LAKE -CITY POLICE DEPT. _ _ , I - ! C U O D T I M I X I A I TO ELD NOTES (ct 0ne> 1—1 SHORT INITIAL |£] 
cccooe PRIMARY OFFENSE flgfo fSe^^O^Ki£ 
NCICCODE SECONDARY OFFENSE 
r*« 'PPLEMENTARY REPORT 
&....* REPORTED 
K-^-fl ftS-flcaA 
CASE NUMBER 
DDRESS OF OCCURRENCE OCCURRED-IF KNOWN 
DATE: y , / ^ , ^ 7 TIME / 2 . * Q O 0*Vt ^ " ^ 
J UNKNOWN -SECURED 
DATE: TIME: DAY: 
DISCOVERED 
DATE TIME: DAY: 
ELONY? 
YES( ) N O ( y 
EVIOENCE REPORT? 
YES( ) N O ( V ) 
TYPE OF PREMISE CLASSIFICATION CHANGE 
YES( ) NO( ) 
VEHICLE REPORT-VC 
ODRESS OF RECOVERED STOLEN VEHICLE 
IWNER (LAS1LFIRST) ADDRESS 
pHPOUNOE 
ZIP RESIDENCE PHONE NO PHONE 
AFFIDAVIT FILED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
D? 
YESV ) NO ( ) 
REASON FOR IMPOUNO HELD FOR CLAIM CHECK NUMBER 
VRECKER COMPANY WHERE IMPOUNOED: CITY Q 2150 W. 500 SO. 
• STATE 
0 OTHER 
VEHICLE CONDITION: 
• GOOD QPOOR 
• FAIR 
SNIT10N LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
KEYS IN IGNITIOI 
YES( ) NO( ) 
WINDOWS LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
T 
OOORS LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
PROPERLY PARKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
SCENE PROCESSED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
MOTOR VEHICLE FIELD - MF 
IEASON 
JC. YR. LIC. STATE 
COLOR #1 
VALUE 
nC YEAR MAKE 
VIN NUMBER X 
MODEL BOOY STYLE LICENSE NUMBER 
UNUSUAL FEATURES / DAMAGE j 
COMPLAINANT IS ALSO: 
VICTIM ( ) 
>JAME (LAST. FIRST) 
T* Douer 
RESIDENCE PHONE NO PHONE 
COMPLAINANT FIELD - CF 
DO NOT FILL IN 9V, 9P, OR 9W IF BOXES MARKED YES I 
WITNESS ( ) PERSON LAST SECURING ( ) 
\mi 
BUSINESS PHONE 
AOORESS 
SEX RACE AGE DOB 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
ZIP | 
WrTNESSFORM? I 
YES( ) NO( ) j 
*AM£ (LAST, FIRST) 
\ 
_ ^ NO PHONE BUSINESS PHONE 
VICTIM FIELD • VF 
ADDRESS 
SEX RACE AGE DOB 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
ZIP 1 
WfTNESS FORM? 1 
YES( ) NO( ) 
s WITNESS FIELD-WF 
YAME (LAST, FIRST) ADDRESS ZIP 
RESIDENCE PHONE NO PHONE \ BUSINESS PHONE SEX RACE AGE DOB 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
WITNESS FORM? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
SF CHECK ONE: (SUSP. E ) (PERS. RESP. • ) (WANTED • • • CANCEL) (MISSING • > • CANCEL) (WALKAWAY • - • CANCEL) 
NAME (LAST, FIRST) 
ncrioA,T%te&A 
SEX RACE AGE DATE OF BIRTH 
?/3* HZ-
HEIGHT 
O F T . / IN. 
WEIGHT 
/2f LBS. 
AKA HAIR: Q BALD 
• MOUSTACHE O SHORT 
D BEARD "3 MED 
D SIDEBURNS 5 LONG 
COLOR 
ifto 
EYES ID MARKS: D ODDITIES DESCRIPTION: 
D LEFT • TATOOS 
D RIGHT D SCARS 
CLOTHING: LIST COLOR WITH fTEM: 
PANTS/DRESS 
ATHLETIC SHOES 
HAT 
JACKET/LEVIS 
SHOES 
SHIRT/BLOUSE 
COAT/PARKA 
BOOTS/SANDALS 
LEVIS/CORDS 
SWEATER 
GLASSES 
ADDRESS 
1£L A foaiA/- ^2*~7 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION 
ZIP RESIDENCE PHONE BUSINESS PHONE NO PHONE 
SLCPO - FIELD NOTES CASE NUMBER ClZ- UUa.fi 
ARRESTED PE. N HELD • AF ADULT O JUVENILE D • ( ;ELWANTD 
[NAME (LAST, FIRST) 
AKA (LAST, FIRST) 
\ [HEIGHT 
1 FT. IN. 
WEIGHT 
SCARS. TATOOS, COMPLEXION 
ICHARGEsTviOUTIONs"^^ 
[SCHOOL" / SCHOOL DISTRICT 
MOTHER (LAST, FIRST) 
yLBS. 
HAIR 
\ 1 \ 1 
DOS 
/ / 
BCl NUMBER 
EYES 
TYPE 1 ARREST NUMBER 
CDR NUMBER ISEX 
|S.O. NUMBER 
RACE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
ADDRESS 1 
\ 
1 PARENTS NOTIFIED? 
\ 
YES( ) hO( ) 
FATHER OR GUARDIAN (LAST, FIRST) 
OOES CHILD LIVE WITH PARENTS? | 
YES( ) NO( ) J 
DATE AND TIME NOTIFIED 
[AGE 
M.F. NUMBER 1 
P.O.B. | 
DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER | 
ZIP RESIDENCE PHONE 
I MISC. CIT: COURT APPEARANCE 
J DATE TIME: 
RELEASED TO 
| ADDRESS \ 
\ 
ADDRESS \ 
\ 
ZIP 
ZIP 
NO PHONE-] 
j MISD. CIT. NUMBER 1 
REFERRED TO [ 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
NO PHONE | 
NO PHONE J 
NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM CHILOtlVES (LAST, RRST) 1 
PROPERTY FIELD - PF 
[QUANTITY [ARTICLE jTRAOENAME 
MODEL NUMBER 
1 QUANTITY 
10 MARKS 
ARTICLE 
MOOEL NUMBER ID MARKS 
;iD NUMBER | REASON 
!
 \ 
\ 1 
| VALUE JCOLOR 1 
DESCRIPTION \ 
TRAOENAME ID NUMBER REASON VALUE |( 
DESCRIPTION 
j CAN IDENTIFY? 1 
1 VES( ) NO( ) j 
:OLOR I 
j CAN IDENTIFY? 1 
1 YES( ) NO( ) j 
DETAILS FIELD - DF 
SERGEANT RESPONDED? YES(/t) NO ( ) NAME: (JU py £*} 
ON ABOVE DATE AND TIME, CI-93-32 WAS WIRED WITH A TRANSMITTER 
AND SENT IN TO DO REPAIR WORK AT THE NOGALES BAR AT 666 SO STATE. 
HE CONTACTED TERESA OCSOA AMU ClUNVERbEI) WITH HER ABOUT 3T0LEN 
PROPERTY AND DRUGS. HE FIXED THE WATER HEATER "AND THEN TALKED WITH 
TEKEbA MURE.—TERJLSA TOLD GI TO CONTACT ILATA FOIt PAYMENT IN DRUGS, 
JOE GIRON WAS ~IN THE BAR "COUNTING QUARTERS. •- WHEN A BREAKER BOX 
DLEW, THE CI ncTYV >mv<i*-mw*-fmi rewainra BOX WAS AT AND SHE 
SAID, • ASK JOE, HE OWNS THE BAR." CI ASKED JOE AND JOE SHOWED THE 
Sf-.TraMATTC TO CI. *T.T. r.DNVERSATION WAS AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPED. BOTH 
WERE PLACED IN MY SAFE FOR STORAGE. THE AUDIO WILL BE 'J:KAii!>UKJ.aisu. 
|lD#/DIVISION 
REPORT STATUS: 
REPORTING OFFICER 
CHECK ONE 1 CLEARANCE: 
OFFICER FIELD - < 
CHECK IF APPLICABLE 
OF/RR 
ASST. OFFICER ID#/0IV. 
6*W 
1 AGE GROUP: CHEC 
ASST. OFFICER ID#/DIV. 
K IF APPLICABLE 
ASST. OFFICER ID#/DIV. j 
COMPUTER ENTRY-ID# 
*?\(k\ar&cvc from Oao\d fTicCo/ 
U)^r\ x enu red -Hne_ bar >'+ uxxs abourf" 
te^a lia+e
 tsa\d t>kH b^er> toaiV»/w 
S'lcxe. abcuV 10:00. X Qpoiog'j-^ep 
a/xi astaed Ker -Vb frsalce a cup of1 cc f iQ^. 3L 
•VcM Ver Xu3as cuV-oF co^Fee a-f Inornc 
a n d Jtuci b ^ a .Oetvira- eaer yoncs 
^r\opp W U^-t- buH- My a~Ol- UJhgn X 
brouqHv^VAp a CcoV^ r ^ r t i on t o ^ h 'XKeresq; 
dxbojcr r'vmsandt Vvces for her car . 
X ^ro\d her -£- VJ^ DU,L<± be aWe_ to geh 
her r \ m s Scx*\. 'SWs asked i ^ X could 
neV ^ ( ^ bu| fOcMa^j or -\nesdGt(, 
~ £ - \ d& her v^es. Shs aslced ^ .Vh Utoald 
b e u o d e r ^ o o o o JoUarS. ^ i m ^ u r e !+• 
voaa\4, X \c\e£ _-fo -£Te\- Sot on .the,-*/00 -Pod 
^fre \-\ems -X.srVeaU--Sh£- .Said- .okay 
f^4 aur\t- i s <Skp^ef\na a>e ^ . p i c b oip 
.fc\of\&U[ Por.-.-VV\err\ <So x . can ..paL( fbr.-frcdo 
u)he/\ Moa ae+ .4Kem . &0£ # e n "ted tec/ 
otaoa-V ^e^oL( aowo. ^o j a i l - She a^ted 
0±v2+ K^ d i d . X ^cxtd he "sfeW 
^ o m e CAae^e \tes - she said h o nnu^^-
haue bee ft a<fAti/\a -ft>em for us . 
"Then x_ \n stated -fyc ^cAr oarVer 
\>&&\er . H - toot ahouV \ V<3ar H5 minutes 
lOhea X- f in ished x SocV tf V- +he. 
bar and dranfc, C\ cup oP Oo££ee and 
tfVe a donat• a£+er abcuft* ID cmr\< X a s k e d 
^oerescv jP x Oct//^ be fad ^ ~^c 
jbb.~Theo 'Theresa said -fcaY Raffq pcud 
/fenn^J Gardner ?/s oPq. a ram a£. cocaine 
cxrsd 4o.oo AoWars cash • X Scud x reue r 
flpV-aoa c£ .Jero r^ . ^Ve J5ft\d -^ra-V -Rapfg 
Sa\d I r e ^cb ^ a s paid for - X 05(cec( her 
are vjpn sare ^r#.+ ^a f fq gaoc ^ervu/ 3 'V 
OP a CircwY\ a Ad HO.oo dol(Qr.5* -Theresq; 
Sa id ^re. "beefs &xffq CKO€ ¥^nr\i| % of 
(X Qraro buV &A CNQV see Kinr\ Qioe. ^enn^/ 
cash. QV -VcuV -We , i b e -breaker: ^c-ti^e 
fcreaV^r- ..\x>* * -l"heresci _Seud a s t Joe,, 
Ve OJJ\S_ \he_ <oan, 3 1 .asfcecL J-Oe iojshcxjO 
m^- ^ n e r £ -AWL -t)reater be* e>*x<s. -He 
e%pla\r\^d^-yre_dxxararcv on-"H^c Joceai^ecJbb)£ 
a r d ^ o ^ e d m c - u i v c h -breaker frippce/. 
,_9*9fJ) _ 
• f re. IroV . UGCtV.er ...^ajv\d roV ... cpprxe- en 
^ C needed nevjj -QOStefs \c\ "V^ c .si.A-!c_. 
&r\d since fenfty chea-fed m^ curt- ..... 
ma -.sfrjfC. -"a^ -UxxAVd-Ai. _itbe_SLAK • -
£or mope . Theresa said ..x-.ux>u(d hau^ 
-to ask PafPoL and -Hrat- he. hxi already-— 
bact .-Vhen, ..On mc/ - - u]ay ..out- ~ T slopped 
a^ r_a.-bDcrtK -ujheee-_^o^ _aod -Ks-^fe/mlc 
Pr\eod loere. ...ccanVAoa--Qivjor.-tecs-. -
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lpe-bDict-_"xberesa ._sa<d a-b__.-7_oo^__ui1cn 
_SoW -Goodie-
-&? ^ t ( U 4-^-9* 
SAL^tAREClTY POLICE DEPT. 
FIELD NOTES (Check One) Q SHORT INITIAL g j SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 
JNGCCOOE 
\8S5o 
PRIMARY CfrzHS£ NCIC CCOE j SECONDARY OFFENSE 
AOOflESS OF OCCUHHENCe 
IN UNKNOWN -SECURED 
j OAtS^ TIME OAY: 
FELONY? 
Y S S ( y NO( ) 
EVIOENCE REPORT? 
Y E S ( y NO( ) 
TYPE OF PREMISE 
1 DATE REPORTED 
I5-/3.-95 
OCCURRED-IF KNOWN 
DATE 
DISCOVERED 
OAT ;^- TIME 
CLASSiFlCATiCN CHANGE 
YES( ) N O ( ) 
CASE NUMBER. 1 
^-5557/ 
OAY: Vll£T) 
OAY: 
VEHICLE REPORT-VC 
AODRESS OF RECOVERED STOLEN VEHICLE 
OWNER (LAST, FIRST). 
\ 
ADDRESS ZIP. 'RE5I0ENCE RHONE NO PHONE-
AFFIDAVIT FIL5D? 
YES( ) N o \ ) 
IMPOUNDED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
REASON FOR IMPOUNO HELD FOR CLAIM CHECK NUMBER 
WRECKER COMPANY N WHERE IMPOUNOED: CJTY Q 2150 W. 500 SO. 
• STATE 
• OTHER 
VEHICLE CCNOmCN: 
• GOOD •POOR" 
• FAIR 
IGNITION LOCKED? 
YES{ ) NO( ) 
KEYS IN IGNITION? 
Y E S \ ] ) NO( ) 
WIN OOWS LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
OOCRS LOCKED? 
YES( ) NO( 
PROPERLY PARKED? 
YES( ) "NO( ) 
I SCENE PROCESSED? 
Y6S( ) NO( ) 
I REASON . _ __ 
UC. Yfl. UC. STATE VALUE 
\ 
.CCLCPMU 
\ 
COLOR #2 
VIN^UMBER 
MOTOR VEHICLE RELD - MF 
YEAR MAKE MODEL 
UNUSUAL FEATURES/DAMAGE 
BODY STYLE UCENSE NUMBER . j 
I COMPLAINANT IS ALSO: 
VICTIM ( ) 
NAME (LAST, FIRST) 
RESIOENCE PHONE NO PHONE 
COMPLAINANT R ELD - CF 
DO NOT FILL IN 9V. 9P, Ofl 9W IF BOXES MARKED YES ] 
WITNESS ( ) PERSON LAST SECURING ( ) 
fiL&f 
BUSINESS PHONE 
AOORESS 
SEX RACE AGE DOB 
/ / 
CAN IOENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
ZIP | 
WITNESS FORM? I 
YES( ) NO( ) j 
I NAME (LAST. FIRST) 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
I - ^ I 
-
NO PHONE BUSINESS PHONE 
— 
VICTIM RELD -VF 
AODRESS 
SEX RACE AGE DOB 
/ 
- - • • 
/ 
-
CAN IOENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
ZIP I 
WfTNESSFORM? I 
YES( ) NO( ) 
\ 
I N A M E M S T . F I H S T ) \ 
BESIOENCe PHONE 
\ X —-
NOPHO^E 
.... — -
LTZL. 
-
WITNESS RELD - W F 
ADDRESS 
— 
ScX RACE AGE oca 
/ / 
CAN IDENTIFY? 
YES( ) NO( ) 
ZIP 1 
J 
WITNESS FORM? 1 
YES( ) NO( ) j 
SF CHECK ONE: (SUSP JO ) (PE3S. RESP.-Q )(WANTED • - • CANCEL) (MISSING • - • CANCEL) (WALK A WAY • « • CANCEL) 
rT^,Tc££§K SEX RACE AGE OATEOFaiRTW / / HEIGHT FT. IN. WEIGHT LBS. 
AKA \ I HAIF 
>QBI 
IR: LTBAS 
D MOUSTACHE Q SHORT 
- B E A R D Q MED 
IDEBURNS Q LONG 
COLOR EYES 10 MARKS; 0 ODDITIES DESCRIPTION: 
D LEFT D TATCOS 
D RIGHT • SCARS 
CLOTHING: UST COLOR WHTH ITEM: 
PANTS/ORESS 
ATHLETIC SHOES 
HAT 
JACKET/LEWS 
SHOES \ 
SHIRT/BLOUSE 
COAT/PARKA 
BOOTS /SANDALS 
LEVIS/CORDS 
SWEATER 
GLASSES 
ADDRESS ZIP RESIDENCE PHONE | BUSINESS PHONE NO PHONE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER I ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION 
SLCPD - FIELD NOTES v,ASE NUMBER 
ARRESTED PgRSON FIELD • AF AOULT D JUVENILE C - CANCEL WANT • 93-SSf 
1 NAME (LAST, FIRST) 
AKA (LAST. FIRST) 
HEiGHT 
FT. IN. 
WEIGHT 
LBS. 
HAIR 
ISCARS, TATOOS. COMPLEXION J 
COB | 
/ / j 
SCI NUMBER 
EYES 
TYPE ARREST NUMBER 
COR NUMBER ISEX 
IS.O. NUMBER 
RACE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER , 
AOCRESS 
[CHARGES/VIOLATIONS 
I SCHOOL J SCHOOL OISTRICT I PARENTS NOTIFIED? | DATE AND TIME NOTIFIED 
j YES( } NO( ) 1 
MOTHER (LAST. FIRST) 
FATHER OR GUARDIAN (LAST, FIRST) 
DOES CHILD LIVE WITH PARENTS'? I 
YES( ) NO( ) J 
j ADDRESS 
1 A0DRE3S 
NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM CHILD LIVES (LAST. FIRST) 
AGE 
M.F. NUM8ER 
P.O.B. "~1 
DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER ] 
ZIP RESIOENCS PHONE 
| MISC. CIT: COURT APPEARANCE 
j DATE TIME: 
| RELEASED TO 
T 
21? 
ZIP 
NO PHONE - ] 
| MISD. CIT. NUM8ER 1 
REFERRED TO [ 
RESIDENCE PHONE 
RESIOENCE PHONE 
NO PHONE j 
NO PHONE 
PROPERTY FIELD - Pf 
ICUANTrTY ARTICLE 
MCCEL NUMBER ID MARKS 
TRAOENAME ID NUMBER REASON VALUE I 
DESCRIPTION 
COLOR 1 
| CAN I0ENT1FY? 
|YES( ) NO( ) J 
(QUANTITY ARTICLE 
MODEL NUMBER 10 MARKS 
TRAOENAME 10 NUMBER REASON VALUE 1 
DESCRIPTION 
COLOR 1 
j CAN IDENTIFY? 
1 YES( ) NO( ) j 
DETAILS FIELD - OF 
SERGEANTRESPCNQEQ? YES ( ) NO ( ) NAME. 
Synopsis: An informant purchased 1/2 oz. of cocaine. 
Qn~ the above care and time I met CI 32 at 300 East 500 South and searched him and. 
--his-vehieler--Neitiier-cont^ abandr-nor-"inoney was-found. - I gav^-him $500.00. US currency. 
and instructed him to make a purchase of 1/2 oz. cocaine fran either Teresa or Rafael.. 
The informant entered jthe Nbgales bar and talked with Teresa and tried to- neootitate-
a- lower price-for-jthe cocaine.- Teresa asked Rafael if she-could -lower the price. 
but "Rafael said no. The price was acrreed at $450.00 "Rafael""obtained "the "packaging 
-from-behind -the bar .and. him and Teresa went to the. office .and,closed Jthe. door. _. 
Several minutes later Teresa returned with a package of cocaine.. The informant 
exchanged the money with Teresa for the package. The informant met me at 800 South 
State and turned the package, over to me. Him and his vehicle were researched 
and neither money nor contraband was found * Sgt. Lyman video and audiotaped jthe 
transaction and turned the tapes, over to me. I placed the tapes in my-safe and 
the audiotape will be transcribed at a later date. The package field tested 
positive and contained approximately 14.85 grams of cocaine. I placed the cocaine 
into SLC evidence. 
OFFICER R£LD - OF/RR 
ASST. OFFICER 10#/DIV. 
66SV 
ID*7 0IVISIGN M ASST. OFFICER I 0 * / 0 I V ASST. OFFICER 10*/01V. 
I CA =ASAA/CF: CHECK. If APPLICABLE 1 AGE GROUP: CHECK IF APPLICABLE COMPUTER ENTRY - iO* 
METRO MEMO 
EVIDENCE REPORT 
[ O F F I C E R S " , T " 
" T I K W bOJsr l(io(b< L</mf\td 
JOATESI IHE PUCEO IM EVIOENCE 7 
f S-tz-^S /45Q 
CASE NUHBEfl CONTROL 
WH£ft£ LOCATED BY 1 EVIDE^E - DESCRIPTION 
UQstriV£rv^ O^ckayM, 1 W i1 / . *S < y ^ 
V 
E 
TYPE 
QUANTITY 
10 
NATURE Of THE COMPLAINT 
iOWESS PROPERTY WAS FOUND OR LOCATED 
0FFT££R A5SIGVED CASE 
ORIGINATING JURISDICTION 
CHAIN.OF EVIDENCE 
C< —^> fcoog? 
RELEASED TO T0XIC0U5GIST 
Date_ Time. 
Officer 
Released b y _ _ 
LD.#_ 
LD.jt 
SWP&c>e<S 
RETURNED FROM TOXlCOLDGiST 
Date. ; Time 
Officer 
Released by_ 
LDt#_ 
LD.#_ 
TOX- RECEIVING EVID. 
DATE-TIME: 
AGENCY 
NAMEOFOFFENDEi 
ARRESTED 
rftoK-to* gfg MISD FEL ADJJIX JUV D fin 
ALL ARTICLES PLACED IN EVIDENCE AS ITEMIZED ABOVE WERE RELEASED ON-DATE! 
J - — — _ By-
Release Authorised By _ To. 
PROPERTY CUSTOOIAN ONLY 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON RECEIVING PROPERTY 
Tf imr Address 
qi-sssif / / } 
tyj^cVase a Va\£ cunce. of- cocaine-
Coheri X entered iVe bar x sV p^pad 
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APPENDIX WD" 
STATE OF UTAH 
ADULT PROBATION AND PAROLE 
REGION in, SALT LAKE CITY 
275 East 200 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 239-2111 
PRIVATE 
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT 
Date Due: AUGUST 22, W 
Sentencing Date: SEPTEMBER [ 
JUDGE JOHN A. ROKICH THTRD DISTRICT COURT 
^AISJL SALT L A K H UTAH 
TTTY^ (C 01INTY) 
MICHAEL RENCKERT INVESTIGATOR 
NAJYUL: Hhiv:-. . .Ni !^, iv..A;;i
 r r r > , - r - • • •? j , , , o t .\(J. 941900487 
ALIASES: FUENTLS, RAFAEL n- FF.ND4NTS: TERESA OCHOA 
HERNANDEZ ST OF C/S-COCAINE. 
ADDRESS: 422 EMERSON AVENUE #2 < DEGREE FELO* V 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115 SEN
 I L 1 " , ,-15 YEARS USP'i . 
BIRTHDATE: 12-19-44 AGE: 49 PLEA: GUILTY DATE: 07-18-94 
BIRTHPLACE: URESSON, MEXICO PROSECUTING \ ITY: RUTH MCCLOSKE Y 
LEGAL RESIDENCE: UNKNOWN DEFENSE A TTS - \ -{RY LONG 
MARITAL STATUS: MARRIED 
PLEA BARGAIN: 
The defendant was originally charged with Distribution of a Controlled Substance-
Cocaine, Second Degree Felony, two counts. He was also charged with Distribution 
of a Controlled Substance, Second Degree Felony in Case #941900486. He pled 
guilty to Distribution of a Controlled Substance-Cocaine, Second Degree Felony one 
count. The second count was dismissed and Case #941900486 was also dismissed. 
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PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT 
HERNANDEZ, RAFAEL 
QEFENSE; 
A. OFFTCIAL VERSION: 
The following is taken from, reports of the Salt Lake U' v IVIn "' I )cpjitninit' 
On 05-06-93 at approximately 2100 hours, Officer Doubt-searched two confidential 
informants and their vehicle. Neither contraband nor* money was found. The 
confidential informants were given a JVC stereo model PCRX100, serial #156C548. 
It was marked with H48 on the side of the speaker. Both confidential informants 
entered the Nogales Bar at 666 South State and represented the stereo as stolen to the 
defendant. In exchange for the stereo the defendant gave both confidential informants 
a packet containing approximately .76 grams of cocaine. This was also in exchange 
for w ork done on. the bar by one of the confidential informants on a previous date. 
Both confidential informants met with Officer Doubt at Liberty Park where theii car 
and themselves were re-searched and the cocaine was turned over to Officer Doubt by 
one of the confidential informants. The transaction was audio and video taped by 
Sergeant Lyman who turned the tapes over to Officer Doubt to be placed in the safe. 
The audio tapes were transcribed and the cocaine field tested positive and placed into 
evidence. According to the confidential informants, the defendant had taken the 
cocaine out of his pocket and gave it to the confidential informant. The confidential 
informants also observed the defendant making other sales to "Spanish people" iii the 
bar and the cocaine came out of his pocket. Both the defendant and the co-defendant 
then asked the confidential informant when he was able to obtain the tires and rims 
they had requested. 
A warrant was issued for the defendant and co-defendant and they were both taken 
into custody 
B. DEFENDAN | ..s v ERS{ON: 
"The following is quoted directly from a handwritten statement submitted by the 
defendant: 
"This happened at the end or Apni i??J. mv i , ..a t^c from my sister-
in-laws cabin Nora Mancuso. We spent 1 1/2 *;- - ^n I get back to the bar 
a man unknown to myself was fixing the restroom the toilet. When he finished he 
said that the other person in charge said to get paid from,, me. 
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PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT 
HERNANDEZ, RAFAEL 
B. DEFENDANTS VERSION: (CONTINUED) 
I gave him 30.00 dollars he then told me he didn't want cash he said he wanted 
(white) then said he meant cocain. He told me he was going to fix the cabin, and 
wanting to be a big shot with him I went on the street and bought him some cocain 
the price was 30.00 dollars. This was the most stupid thing I've ever done. I'm doing 
everything possible to make amends. This has hurt my wife and could very well hurt 
my whole family if they find out. I've never been as sorry as I am. I'm through 
working in bars. I thank God my wife found it in her heart to forgive me, and I hope 
I have a chance to show her just how sorry I am. Bartending didn't agree with a home 
life. I know that now, along with giving this person the cocaine I feel like a real 
idiot. I started helping at St. Vincents De Paul Center on my free will and also jomed 
First Step House mostly to help myself and wife to understand how really stupid and 
what a wrong choice I made. I hope some time I will have a chance to talk someone 
oiit of using drugs. This class has taught me a lot. Respectfully yours." 
DATE: July 24, 1994 /s/ Rafael Hernandez 
C " /^DEFENDANTS STAR'S. 
Teresa Ochoa was arrested and booked into the Salt Lake County Jail. She pled guilty 
to Distribution of a Controlled Substance-Cocaine, Second Degree Felony, two counts 
C^se #9319087), She was ordered to serve nine months in jail and placed on two 
years probation for each offense to run concurrent. She was dismissed from this as a 
result of her guilty plea in Case #9319087. 
O VICTIM'S IMPACT STATEMENT: 
E. RESTITUTION: 
None. 
F. CUSTODY STATUS: 
The defendant was booked into the Salt Lake County JJII OH iu--U-7j Jiiia uoiueu "i 
the same day. 
APPENDIX "E" 
DAVID E. YOCOM 
Salt Lake County Attorney 
RUTH J. MCCLOSKEY, Bar No. 2153 
Deputy County Attorney 
231 East 400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 363-7900 CO-DEFT 
IN THE THIRD CIRCUIT COURT, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ, 
OTN 
TERESA OCHOA, 
aka; TERESA DURAN 
OTN 
12/19/44 
8/20/42 
Defendants. 
Screened by: R. McCloskey 
Assigned to: R. McCloskey 
BAIL: $5,000.00 (Hernandez) 
5,000.OO^PTS, (Ochoa) 
I N F O R M A T I O N 
Case Ko.C\\Jf&QL\%U 
931 0/i/Ll*>5 f 
The undersigned Detective Tim Doubt - Metro Narcotics, under 
oath states on information and belief that the defendants, 
committed the crimes of: 
COUNT I 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about May 
12, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, Section 
8(1) (a) (ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, in that 
the defendants, RAFAEL HERNANDEZ and TERESA OCHOA, as 
parties to the offense, did knowingly and intentionally 
distribute, offer, agree, consent or arrange to distribute a 
controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II 
Controlled Substance; 
INFORMATION 
STATE OF UTAH V. 
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ 
TERESA OCHOA 
County Attorney No. 93 1 90328 
Page 2 
THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM THE FOLLOWING 
WITNESSES: 
Tim Doubt, Cory Lyman, Dave McCoy and State Criminalist. 
PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT: 
On May 12, 1993, at approximately 1700 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the 
defendants, a substance which has been field tested and found to 
be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
DETgCTTVETIMDOUBT 
Affiant 
Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this o^ Q day of October, 
1993. s***"**^ 
MAGISTRATE^ r# 
\*-\ *;-*«vtM * \ ^ 
Authorized for presentment and f i l i n g : \-*#' *i^ f(K~ ^ ^ y ^ n 
DAVID E^YOCOM, County Attorney N^x^T^y*' 
Deputy^ Counfcy/Attorney 7 
October 20^1993 & 
l l s / 9 3 1 90328 
APPENDIX "F n 
DAVID E. YOCOM 
Salt Lake County Attorney 
RUTH J. MCCLOSKEY, Bar No. 2153 
Deputy County Attorney 
231 East 400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 363-7900 
IN THE THIRD CIRCUIT COURT, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Screened by: R. McCloskey 
Assigned to: R. McCloskey 
BAIL: $25,000.00/PTS 
I N F O R M A T I O N 
Case No.qsJ^ 0' 8 8^ 
931 #/(/(&$ FS 
The undersigned Detective Tim Doubt - Metro Narcotics, under 
oath states on information and belief that the defendant, 
committed the crimes of: 
COUNT I 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second " Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about 
April 20, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, 
Section 8(1)(a)(ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, 
in that the defendant, TERESA OCHOA, a party to the offense, 
did knowingly and intentionally distribute, offer, agree, 
consent or arrange to distribute a controlled substance, to-
wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance; 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
TERESA OCHOA, 8/20/42 
aka; TERESA DURAN 
OTN 
Defendant. 
INFORMATION 
STATE OF UTAH v, TERESA OCHOA 
County Attorney No. 93 1 90329 
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COUNT II 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about 
April 21, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, 
Section 8(1)(a)(ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, 
in that the defendant, TERESA OCHOA, a party to the offense, 
did knowingly and intentionally distribute, offer, agree, 
consent or arrange to distribute a controlled substance, to-
wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance; 
COUNT III 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about 
April 22, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, 
Section 8(1)(a)(ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, 
in that the defendant, TERESA OCHOA, a party to the offense, 
did knowingly and intentionally distribute, offer, agree, 
consent or arrange to distribute a controlled substance, to-
wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance; 
COUNT IV 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about 
April 24, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, 
Section 8(1)(a)(ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, 
in that the defendant, TERESA OCHOA, a party to the offense, 
did knowingly and intentionally distribute, offer, agree, 
consent or arrange to distribute a controlled substance, to-
wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance; 
INFORMATION 
STATE OF UTAH V. TERESA OCHOA 
County Attorney No. 93 1 90329 
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COUNT V 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about May 
18, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, Section 
8(1) (a) (ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, in that 
the defendant, TERESA OCHOA, a party to the offense, did 
knowingly and intentionally distribute, offer, agree, 
consent or arrange to distribute a controlled substance, to-
wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II Controlled Substance. 
THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM THE FOLLOWING 
WITNESSES: 
Tim Doubt, Cory Lyman, Dave McCoy Cynthia Clark, Lisa Poole, 
Jim Evans and Paul Gardiner. 
PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT: 
On April 20, 1993, at approximately 1430 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the defendant, 
a substance which has been analyzed by the State Crime Lab and 
found to be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
On April 21, 1993, at approximately 1200 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County," affiant purchased from the defendant, 
a substance which has been analyzed by the State Crime Lab and 
found to be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
On April 22, 1993, at approximately 1400 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the defendant, 
a substance which has been analyzed by the State Crime Lab and 
found to be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
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On April 24, 1993, at approximately 1100 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the defendant, 
a substance which has been analyzed by the State Crime Lab and 
found to be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
On May 18, 1993, at approximately 1400 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the defendant, 
a substance which has been field tested/And found to be cocaine, 
a Schedule II controlled substance. 
DET^griVE TIM DOUBT 
Affiant 
Subscribed and^^§w&fn^to before 
me this £lci'\ rlia^ ioj£;.\0ctober, 
1993. -, *" ^iYv^% 
ISTRATE 
Authorized for presentment and filing: 'SA8DSA PEULER 
DAVID OCOM, County A t t o r n e y 
ounty Attorney y De^wfeyNCou tt r e  
October 2 0 , A 9 9 3 
l l s / 9 3 1 <90329 
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DAVID E. YOCOM 
Salt Lake County Attorney 
RUTH J. MCCLOSKEY, Bar No. 2153 
Deputy County Attorney 
231 East 400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 363-7900 f*f% F^ r9' \J?%,J"'L* FT 
IN THE THIRD CIRCUIT COURT, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ, 
OTN 
TERESA OCHOA, 
aka; TERESA DURAN 
OTN 
12/19/44 
8/20/42 
Screened by: R. McCloskey 
Assigned t o : R. McCloskey 
BAIL: $5,000.00 (Hernandez) 
5,000.00/PTS (Ochoa) 
I N F O R M A T I O N 
case No.qaP^ieek 
11 0/W& F <a.\ 43fc tfj 
WOs* « 
Defendants. 
The undersigned Detective Tim Doubt - Metro Narcotics, under 
oath states on information and belief that the defendants, 
committed the crimes of: 
COUNT I 
UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION, OFFERING, AGREEING, CONSENTING OR 
ARRANGING TO DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED OR COUNTERFEIT 
SUBSTANCE, a Second Degree Felony, at 666 South State 
Street, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, on or about May 
12, 1993, in violation of Title 58, Chapter 37, Section 
8(1) (a) (ii), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, in that 
the defendants, RAFAEL HERNANDEZ and TERESA OCHOA, as 
parties to the offense, did knowingly and intentionally 
distribute, offer, agree, consent or arrange to distribute a 
controlled substance, to-wit: Cocaine, a Schedule II 
Controlled Substance; 
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THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM THE FOLLOWING 
WITNESSES: 
Tim Doubt, Cory Lyman, Dave McCoy and State Criminalist. 
PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT: 
On May 12, 1993, at approximately 1700 hours at 666 South 
State, in Salt Lake County, affiant purchased from the 
defendants, a substance which has been field tested and found to 
be cocaine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
DETEjCTIVE TIM DOUBT 
Affiant 
Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this o^ Q day of October, 
1993. 
MAGISTRATE i ^ ^ T l ^ 
Authorized for presentment and filing: ': ^ ''w |!^  t» "%, % 5o 
DAVID E^YOCOM, County Attorney *
 x <„. 
Deputy^ Cour 
October 20^ -^ 1993 
lls/93 1 90328 
m± &z-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
PLAINTIFF, 
V. 
TERESA OCHOA, 
DEFENDANT. 
CRIMINAL NO. 931901887 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE JOHN A. ROKICH, JUDGE 
SENTENCING 
MARCH 14, 19 94 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 
APPEARANCES: 
FOR THE STATE: 
FOR THE DEFENDANT 
DAVID E. YOCOM 
SALT LAKE COUNTY 
ATTORNEY 
BY RODWICKE YBARRA 
DEPUTY SALT LAKE 
COUNTY ATTORNEY 
LARRY LONG 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
225 NORTH STATE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH; MONDAY; MARCH 14, 1994; P.M. 
P R O C E E D I N G S 
THE COURT: STATE OF UTAH VERSUS TERESA OCHOA, 
CASE NUMBER 931901887. 
MAY THE RECORD INDICATE THAT THE DEFENDANT IS 
PRESENT AND IS REPRESENTED BY MR. LONG, THE STATE IS 
REPRESENTED BY MR. YBARRA AND THIS IS THE TIME SET FOR 
SENTENCING. 
IS THERE ANY LEGAL REASON WHY SENTENCING CANNOT 
BE IMPOSED AT THIS TIME?. 
MR. LONG: NONE, YOUR HONOR. 
THE COURT: YOU MAY PROCEED. DO YOU HAVE 
ANYTHING TO SAY IN HER BEHALF? 
MR. LONG: WELL, WE READ THROUGH THE 
PRESENTENCE REPORT. I WENT AND SPOKE TO LARRY MILLER 
MYSELF AND HE SAID HIS RECOMMENDATION, WHEN IT WAS 
STAFFED, WAS THAT SHE SERVE 9 0 DAYS IN THE COUNTY JAIL 
AND HE HAD REALLY NO EXPLANATION AS TO WHY THE STAFF HAD 
RECOMMENDED SENDING HER FOR AN EVALUATION AT THE POINT OF 
THE MOUNTAIN. 
THE COURT: I'M NOT SURE I AGREE WITH SENDING 
HER FOR AN EVALUATION. HOWEVER, WHAT I'M CONCERNED 
ABOUT, I READ THE PRESENTENCING REPORT AND THERE'S A 
CONFLICT, THAT IS THAT JIMMY WRITES A LETTER FROM 
COLORADO SAYING THAT SHE RAISED FIVE LAW ABIDING KIDS, 
2 
1 AND I READ IN THE PRESENTENCE REPORT THAT ALL THREE BOYS 
2 ARE IN PRISON AND THE TWO DAUGHTERS HAVE NOTHING TO DO 
3 WITH HER. 
4 SO WHOSE CORRECT IN THIS CASE? DO YOU HAVE 
5 ANYTHING TO DO WITH YOUR CHILDREN? 
6 THE DEFENDANT: WITH MY THREE BOYS, YES. 
7 THE COURT: ALL OF THEM HAVE BEEN IN PRISON? 
8 THE DEFENDANT: YES. 
9 THE COURT: HOW CAN JIMMY WRITE TO ME AND SAY 
0 THAT? IN HIS LETTER HE SAID THAT MY MOTHER, A SINGLE 
1 PARENT, RAISED FIVE SUCCESSFUL, LAW ABIDING CHILDREN. 
2 PERSONALLY I DON'T KNOW WHAT A 90-DAY 
3 EVALUATION WOULD DO IN THIS CASE. I THINK THAT BASED 
4 UPON THE PRESENTENCING REPORT, I'M READY TO SENTENCE 
5 TODAY. BUT IT WOULD BE MY INCLINATION TO GIVE YOU SOME 
6 JAIL TIME. I THINK IT'S A SERIOUS OFFENSE THAT YOU HAVE 
7 COMMITTED HERE, TO BE INVOLVED IN DRUG TRAFFICKING. YOU 
8 MAY HAVE NOT BEEN A DRUG USER, BUT TO HAVE PEOPLE STEAL 
9 AND TRADE IT FOR COCAINE I THINK IS A VERY SERIOUS 
0 OFFENSE. 
L MR. LONG: IT IS. 
1 THE COURT: BUT AS I SAID, IF YOU WANT TO GO 
5 I OUT FOR A 90-DAY, THAT'S UP TO YOU. 
(MR. LONG AND THE DEFENDANT CONFER.) 
THE COURT: IF YOU WANT TO GO OUT IN THE HALL 
3 
AND CONFER, THAT'S FINE. 
MR. LONG: I THINK SHE WOULD PREFER TO BE 
SENTENCED NOW, YOUR HONOR, AND SHE WOULD OPT NOT TO GO TO 
THE PRISON FOR THE EVALUATION. 
THE COURT: DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY IN HER 
BEHALF? 
MR. LONG: I MET HER ABOUT THREE YEARS AGO AND 
THEY WERE ATTEMPTING TO CLOSE WHAT AT THAT TIME WAS 
CALLED THE ANNEX BAR. SHE WAS THE LESSEE OVER THERE, AND 
WHEN I TALKED TO HER THEY WERE TRYING TO CLOSE IT AS A 
PUBLIC NUISANCE BECAUSE OF ALL THE DRUG TRAFFICKING GOING 
ON OVER THERE. SHE HAD NO CLUE ABOUT WHAT WAS GOING ON. 
SHE WAS BASICALLY A STRAW MAN. AND THEY DETERMINED NOT 
TO TAKE HER LICENSE AWAY BECAUSE SHE DIDN'T KNOW WHAT WAS 
GOING ON OVER THERE. SO SHE TOOK IT UPON HERSELF TO MOVE 
OVER THERE AND MAKE SURE NOTHING BAD WAS GOING ON. SHE 
HIRED GUARDS TO CHECK PEOPLE AT THE DOOR. THEY HAD HAD 
SHOOTINGS THERE AND SHE MADE A LOT OF ATTEMPTS TO CLEAN 
THE PLACE UP. 
AND I THINK SHE GOT SWEPT AWAY— IS A FAIR 
TERM— IN SEEING HOW EASY PEOPLE WERE MAKING MONEY JUST 
BY USING COCAINE AS A FORM OF CURRENCY, AND SHE ENDED UP 
DOING THAT. I DON'T THINK UNDER ANY ORDINARY SET OF 
CIRCUMSTANCES SHE WOULD HAVE DONE THAT. SHE REALLY 
DIDN'T KNOW WHAT COCAINE WAS OR WHAT IT DOES TO YOU. 
I 1 
4 
1 RUTH MCCLOSKEY RECOMMENDED PROBATION ON THE 
2 TERMS THAT SHE DO TREATMENT AND GETS OUT OF THE BAR 
3 BUSINESS. SHE DID THAT IMMEDIATELY. I SENT HER OVER 
4 T O — A RETIRED COLONEL IN THE AIR FORCE RUNS MY DRINKING 
5 PROGRAMS FOR ME AND HE PUT HER IN A COUNSELING PROGRAM. 
6 SHE HAS A LETTER. 
7 VICKY WESTMORELAND HAS WRITTEN A LETTER, 
3 CERTIFIED ALCOHOL COUNSELOR. SHE'S VERY GOOD AND 
3 BASICALLY SUMMED IT UP, I THOUGHT, IN HER LETTER OF 
JANUARY 3RD. I DON'T THINK WE'LL HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT 
TERESA GETTING INVOLVED IN ANYTHING LIKE THIS AGAIN. 
AM I RIGHT IN THAT, THERESA? 
THE DEFENDANT: THAT'S RIGHT. 
MR. LONG: SHE HAS BEEN SO NERVOUS OVER THIS 
CHARGE THAT SHE HAS BARELY BEEN ABLE TO FUNCTION. SHE 
FELT SO BAD WHEN SHE FOUND OUT WHAT COCAINE DOES. 
THE COURT: NO, I DON'T BELIEVE SHE DIDN'T 
KNOW. SHE WORKED IN THE ANNEX BAR. SHE KNOWS WHAT 
COCAINE DOES; SHE KNOWS ABOUT THAT. 
YOU KNOW WHAT? I DON'T BUY THAT, THAT YOU 
DON'T KNOW WHAT COCAINE DOES OR DRUGS DO TO PEOPLE. 
THE DEFENDANT: I KNOW NOW BECAUSE I LEARNED 
ALL THAT AT THE FIRST STEP HOUSE, BUT I DIDN'T KNOW THEN. 
I KNEW THAT IT WAS COCAINE, AND THAT'S ALL THAT I KNEW, 
YOUR HONOR. 
5 
1 THE COURT: TO USE COCAINE AS A MEANS OF 
2 GETTING PEOPLE TO STEAL PROPERTY IN EXCHANGE FOR 
3 COCAINE. YOU KNOW, I DON'T KNOW HOW MANY LIVES YOU HAVE 
4 DESTROYED AS A RESULT OF YOUR ACTIVITIES. AND I HAVE 
5 SAID MANY TIMES, PEOPLE, BURGLARS, THEY CAN TAKE PROPERTY 
6 AND SO FOURTH AND YOU CAN USUALLY REPLACE THE PROPERTY, 
7 BUT WHAT YOU HAVE DONE TO THESE INDIVIDUALS, GOT THEM 
3 HOOKED ON COCAINE OR HELPED THEM IN THAT PRACTICE OF 
) BUYING COCAINE IS MUCH MORE SERIOUS. YOU HAVE TAKEN A 
) GOOD SHARE OF THEIR LIVES AWAY FROM THEM AND I DON'T TAKE 
I THAT VERY LIGHTLY. 
DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING ELSE TO SAY? 
MR. LONG: WELL, IN TERMS OF HER REDEMPTION, 
SHE HAS DONE QUITE A BIT OF COMMUNITY SERVICE; FINALLY 
GOT A JOB AT SILO DOING HOUSEKEEPING AND SHE'S CONTINUING 
WITH THAT. SPECIAL OLYMPICS SAID THEY'RE HAPPY WITH 
HER. NORTHWEST COMMUNITY ACTION CENTER IS VERY HAPPY 
WITH HER WORK. I THINK THEY WERE CONTENTED WITH HER WORK 
AT ST. VINCENT'S. SHE HADN'T GOT HER JOB AT SILO. 
THE COURT: BUT THE THING IS, THE ANNEX/NOGALES 
BAR, WHAT WAS THE REASON FOR TAKING THE LICENSE OUT IN 
YOUR NAME? BECAUSE THE OTHER PARTY COULDN'T GET A 
LICENSE? 
THE DEFENDANT: I DIDN'T KNOW. AT THE TIME I 
GOT THE BAR, I DIDN'T KNOW WHY HE ASKED ME. I JUST 
6 
1 SIMPLY ASKED HIM WHY HE CAN'T GET THE BAR IN HIS NAME. 
2 THE COURT: YOU HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS TOO LONG; 
3 YOU DON'T RUN A BAR, THE ANNEX BAR, WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING 
4 WHAT'S HAPPENING. YOU'RE NOT THAT NAIVE. 
5 THE DEFENDANT: I AM WHEN IT COMES TO BARS. I 
6 HAD NEVER BEEN IN A BAR OR WORKED TO MANAGE A BAR. 
7 THE COURT: MR. LONG, ANYTHING ELSE? 
8 MR. LONG: NOTHING, YOUR HONOR. 
9 THE COURT: DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING, MR. YBARRA? 
.0 MR. YBARRA: YOUR HONOR, THE ASSIGNED 
.1 PROSECUTOR, MRS. MCCLOSKEY, IS RECOMMENDING PROBATION. 
.2 THE COURT: WELL, IT WILL BE THE JUDGMENT OF 
.3 THIS COURT THEN, MRS. OCHOA, THAT YOU BE SENTENCED TO THE 
.4 UTAH STATE PRISON FOR AN INDETERMINATE TERM OF 
L5 ONE-TO-FIFTEEN ON COUNT ONE, AND THAT YOU BE SENTENCED TO 
.6 UTAH STATE PRISON FOR AN INDETERMINATE TERM OF 
L7 ONE-TO-FIFTEEN YEARS ON COUNT TWO. THE COURT IS GOING TO 
.8 STAY THE EXECUTION OF THE PRISON SENTENCE AND PLACE YOU 
.9 ON PROBATION FOR A TERM OF THREE YEARS' PROBATION; THAT 
»0 YOU SERVE NINE MONTHS IN THE SALT LAKE COUNTY JAIL. A N D 
»1 THEN UPON COMPLETION OF THE JAIL SENTENCE YOU ARE GOING 
>2 TO SUBJECT YOURSELF TO SEARCH OF YOUR HOUSE, YOUR CAR, 
J 3 ANYTHING YOU MAY OWN, FOR DRUGS, AND THERE WILL BE RANDOM 
>4 TESTING FOR DRUGS. YOU'RE NOT TO ASSOCIATE WITH THOSE 
>5 PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE DRUG SCENE AND YOU ARE TO ENTER 
7 
1 AND COMPLETE ANY PROGRAM THAT YOUR PROBATION OFFICER 
2 DEEMS APPROPRIATE FOR MENTAL HEALTH OR DRUGS OR ALCOHOL 
3 ADDICTION THAT'S A PROBLEM. AND IF YOU HAVE TO GET A 
4 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, A PRESCRIPTION WITH A CONTROLLED 
5 SUBSTANCE IN IT, YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO NOTIFY YOUR 
6 PROBATION OFFICER IN ADVANCE AS THERE WILL BE RANDOM 
7 TESTING FOR DRUGS. AND YOU WILL REPORT TO THE COUNTY 
8 JAIL WEDNESDAY AT NINE O'CLOCK. 
9 I WAS GOING TO SEND YOU OUT TO THE PRISON 
0 BECAUSE I THINK WHAT YOU HAVE DONE— THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
1 NUMBER OF PEOPLES' LIVES USUALLY WARRANTS PRISON. 
2 AND I FORGOT TO MENTION THE SENTENCES WILL RUN 
3 CURRENTLY. 
4 IF YOU COME BACK HERE BEFORE ME AND YOU ARE 
5 FOUND GUILTY OF VIOLATING ANY OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
6 OF PROBATION, YOU ARE GOING OUT TO THE PRISON. 
7 THE DEFENDANT: I REALIZE THAT AND I'M SURE 
8 THAT YOU WILL NEVER SEE ME AGAIN. 
9 THE COURT: I HOPE NOT. 
0 MR. YBARRA: WAS THAT TWO OR THREE YEARS' 
1 PROBATION? 
2 THE COURT: THREE YEARS. 
3 MR. YBARRA: THREE YEARS OF PROBATION. 
4 MR. LONG: HOW MUCH TIME IN THE COUNTY JAIL? 
5 THE COURT: NINE MONTHS. 
8 
MR. LONG: NINE MONTHS. IS THERE ANY 
POSSIBILITY THAT PART OF THAT COULD BE SERVED IN 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE? 
THE COURT: I'M TELLING YOU, SHE'S JUST LUCKY 
SHE'S NOT GOING TO PRISON, BECAUSE ONE THING THAT I DO 
NOT LOOK UPON VERY FAVORABLY IS WHEN ANYBODY GETS OTHER 
PEOPLE INVOLVED IN DRUGS AND DESTROYS LIVES LIKE YOU HAVE 
DONE IN THIS CASE. 
OKAY. SO REPORT WEDNESDAY MORNING AT NINE 
O'CLOCK. 
MR. LONG: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR. 
THE DEFENDANT: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR. 
(THE PROCEEDINGS WERE CONCLUDED.) 
9 
C E R T I F I C A T E 
I, KATHLEEN SCHULTZ, AN OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 
FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT 
LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I 
REPORTED THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER ON MARCH 14, 1994, AND 
THAT THE PRECEDING PAGES 1 THROUGH 9, INCLUSIVE, COMPRISE 
A TRUE AND CORRECT REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTION OF SAID 
PROCEEDINGS. 
DATED THIS 28TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1994 
KATHLEEN SCHULTZ, C.S.R. 
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 
